BD3366 Manual Breast Pump

Explanation of symbols

CE mark

Green Dot Symbol

GOST-R Certificate

Recycling Symbol

Follow Operating Instructions
Manufacturing LOT

Warning

Manufacturer

Food Contact

EC Representative

Warning!
1. Keep this breast pump away and out of reach of children.
2. Clean breast pump with a soft, clean and nonabrasive cloth, do not use solvents or
detergents.
3. If you suffer any pain or discomfort while using the device, please stop to operate and take
a rest.
4. Always sterilize and clean all the parts prior to use in order to ensure the best health for
you and your baby.
Parts

Assemble all the parts
1. Please use the breast pump in a total comfort.
2. Wash your hands and wipe your breasts especially around the nipple area with a clean
warm towel. Massage your breasts and gently squeeze out a little breast milk to insure that
your milk flow is fine.

a) Close the breast shield
to your breast tightly.

b) Operate with handle in
a comfortable rhythm.

c) Adjust handle and
Breast shield as you
feel more comfortable.

d) When finish, take off the
base and the bottle from
the three way separator

e) Finally assemble the bottle in order
to be ready to feeding your baby
or store it in the refrigerator

Warning: It is important to check that all parts are ready compared to the component
diagram.
Disassemble all the parts
1. Diagram as show below:

a) Take of the base from bottle

b) Twist off bottle from
the three way separator

c) Take out the valve

d) Take out breast Shield

e) Rotate the handle,
f) Take out the handle,
silicone and tank clockwise
Silicone and tank
or counter clockwise by
from the three way
100 degrees
separator.

g) Lift up the handle and de-touch it
h) Separate the silicone from the tank
from the three way separator (1)
Disconnect the handle from the silicone
suction
2. Cleaning and maintenance: After cleaning all the parts with a warm soapy water, disinfect
the same parts with a sterilizer or boiling water for 10 minutes.
3. After the cleaning process is completed, please dry and reassemble all the parts as
illustrated above.

Features




Designed for all the mothers who wish to breast feeding.
Safe, food grade material, non-toxic and BPA Free.
Easy to operate: rotate the handle by 100 degrees to guarantee the best comfort.

